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(250-word) Abstract

Wayne Velicer is remembered for a mind where mathematical concepts and calculations intrigued him, behavioral science beckoned him, and people fascinated him. Born in Green Bay, Wisconsin on March 4, 1944, he was raised on a farm, although early influences extended far beyond that beginning. His Mathematics BS and Psychology minor at Wisconsin State University in Oshkosh, and his PhD in Quantitative Psychology from Purdue led him to a fruitful and far-reaching career. He was honored several times as a high-impact author, was a renowned scholar in quantitative and health psychology, and had more than 300 scholarly publications and 54,000+ citations of his work, advancing the arenas of quantitative methodology and behavioral health. In his methodological work, Velicer sought out ways to measure, synthesize, categorize, and assess people and constructs across behaviors and time, largely through principal components analysis, time series, and cluster analysis. Further, he and several colleagues developed a method called Testing Theory-based Quantitative Predictions, successfully applied to predicting outcomes and effect sizes in smoking cessation, diet behavior, and sun protection, with the potential for wider applications. With $60,000,000 in external funding, Velicer also helped engage a large cadre of students and other colleagues to study methodological models for a myriad of health behaviors in a widely applied Transtheoretical Model of Change. Unwittingly, he has engendered indelible memories and gratitude to all who crossed his path. Although Wayne Velicer left this world on October 15, 2017 after battling an aggressive cancer, he is still very present among us.
A Tribute to the Mind, Methodology and Mentoring of Wayne Velicer

How do you measure a life, quantify where it’s been and what it left behind? We don’t imagine that this is a small task, especially for a complex and multifaceted individual like Wayne Velicer. Even a quick perusal of his accomplishments is awe inspiring. Velicer defined the very essence of his field and it would be hard to find another who contributed as much or as clearly as he did in combining and elevating behavioral health and quantitative science. His research, grants, teaching, and presentations resonated with crystal clarity, increasing our understanding – reaching far and wide around the globe. If Wayne Velicer could be characterized by his main components and contributions, and we are not sure that this could easily be accomplished, he would be noted for advancing and informing the following arenas that include quantitative methodology, behavioral health, and making time for people.

Quantitative Methodology

Velicer had a curious and engaging mind, liking nothing more than to delve into the methodological essence of ideas and constructs. Moreover, he took the time to include others in his productive research, setting the groundwork for notable contributions in component analysis, longitudinal analysis, and cluster analysis.

Principal Components Analysis

A core interest, and perhaps his most salient methodological focus, concerned studying the merits of forming a few concentrated combinations of information from a larger number of variables in order to understand the nature of a construct (e.g., Velicer, Eaton, & Fava, 2000). This work chiefly focused on the practice of principal components analysis (PCA), the topic of Velicer’s doctoral thesis and at least 20 published articles of his. A highly cited paper in this forum was the development of a reliable procedure for determining the number of components to
retain from assessing the minimum average partial (MAP) correlations among items (Velicer, 1976). A decade later, Velicer’s MAP and Horn’s (1965) parallel analysis were found to work best in comparison to other existing methods, such as the Cattell’s (1966) scree plot, Kaiser’s (1960) eigenvalue greater than 1 rule, and Bartlett’s (1950) chi-square test, across several conditions varying sample size, number of variables per component, number of components, and the size of the loadings (Zwick & Velicer, 1986).

A year after his article on MAP, Velicer (1977) provided a coherent comparison showing the similarity of factor, image, and principal component patterns that previewed a special section of *Multivariate Behavioral Research* on this general topic 13 years later, in collaboration with Douglas Jackson and other methodologists in this area. Among a dozen articles in this landmark venture, Velicer and Jackson (1990a, 1990b) conducted a Monte Carlo study to compare the performance and main features of PCA and factor analysis under varying conditions, as well as provided a summary of some general conclusions about both types of analyses. Velicer and Jackson recognized that factor analysis focuses on common variance while taking unique or error variance into account, whereas PCA attempts to account for all variance via linear combinations of the original variables. Despite this notable distinction, Velicer and Jackson concluded, both methods often perform well, and yield comparable conclusions in similar circumstances. Later, Lew Goldberg and Velicer (2006) published an instructive description of exploratory factor analysis.

Velicer collaborated with his students on other important papers related to PCA. Edward Guadagnoli and Velicer (1988) published a high-impact article showing the relationship between sample size and component stability. They showed that whereas a large sample size and a number of variables with high loadings (e.g., at least .60) per component produced the best
stability, if components had several high loadings for several marker variables per component, having a smaller sample size (e.g., 50 to 100) may still yield some stability. Thus, they determined that it was more important to have more variables and with high loadings than to have a specific variable to component ratio. In another paper, Guadagnoli and Velicer (1991) verified that having high loadings and larger sample sizes also helped in matching pattern matrices across different samples, with several matching indices (i.e., the coefficient of congruence, the s-statistic, and kappa: k), whereas a simple Pearson’s $r$ was not as effective in matching pattern matrices regardless of the size of the loadings or sample.

In another productive student collaboration, Fava and Velicer (1992) conducted simulations to investigate the effects of extracting too many dimensions when conducting PCA or maximum likelihood (ML) factor analysis. They varied sample size (from 75 to 450), loading size (from .4 to .8), and number of variables per factor (from 4 to 12). Over-extraction did not have as much effect on the factor scores with a large sample size and large loadings. However, the combination of a small sample size and low loadings caused the most problems. A subsequent paper delineated the effects of extracting too few dimensions (Fava & Velicer, 1996).

A couple years later, Velicer and Fava (1998) published another highly cited paper where they conducted a simulation study to investigate what conditions affected the ability to recover an accurate factor pattern. They varied sample size (from N=50 to 800), the ratio of variables to factors (i.e., 3, 4 or 5 per factor), and the size of the loadings (i.e., .4, .6 or .8). Results showed that all three conditions had some effect, with the most variability, and hence the least factor pattern recovery, occurring with a sample size of 50, and loadings of .40. However, findings also revealed that a factor pattern could still be recovered even when not all conditions were optimal, such that a large sample size (e.g., 800) could compensate for low loadings (e.g., .40).
Structural Equation Modeling. Another highly cited collaboration further extended the findings found with PCA on a different, although somewhat similar method, namely, structural equation modeling (SEM). Ding, Velicer, and Harlow (1995) conducted a simulation study to assess the effects of sample size (i.e., 50, 100, 200 or 500), loading size (i.e., .5, .7, or .9), number of variables per factor (i.e., 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6), and estimation method (ML vs. generalized least squares: GLS) on the behavior of several fit indices (i.e., chi-square/df; normed fit index: NFI, nonnormed fit index: NNFI, centrality $m$ index, relative noncentrality index, and comparative fit index). Similar to the findings that Velicer and his collaborators found with PCA, SEM behaved better with larger sample sizes (i.e., 200 or more), higher loadings (i.e., .7 or higher), and having 3 variables per factor. Specifically, results showed fewer improper solutions, less noncovergence, and less bias in the fit indices with these conditions, and having one or two of these preferred values could compensate for not having the other. Further, the NNFI appeared to show less bias than the other fit indices under the conditions listed, whereas the NFI showed the most bias. Additionally, GLS tended to show less bias than ML for the fit indices tested.

Longitudinal Analysis

In addition to understanding the nature of constructs through methods like PCA, factor analysis and SEM, Velicer delved into methodology that illuminated how individuals change over time, helping to popularize the use of time series in behavioral research. In this vein, he co-authored papers with another great methodological thinker, Rod McDonald, discussing time series without identification (Velicer & McDonald, 1984), and the use of cross-sectional time series (Velicer, & McDonald, 1991). In a number of fruitful collaborations with his students, Velicer assessed the accuracy of identifying the correct time series model (Velicer & Harrop, 1983), compared several approaches to analyzing the change in a longitudinal time series before
and after an intervention (Harrop & Velicer, 1985), evaluated computer programs for analyzing
time series (Harrop & Velicer, 1990a, 1990b), and compared procedures for analyzing time
series with missing data (Velicer, & Colby, 2005). Velicer also co-authored a general description
of time series (Velicer & Fava, 2003), and with two other students provided a clear delineation of
idiographic methods that focused on how individuals change over time, as opposed to focusing
on a large group at a single time point (Velicer, Hoeppner, & Palumbo, 2012).

In another paper with an overarching focus, Harrington and Velicer (2015) researched a
range of published studies to compare visual and statistical approaches to assessing time series
also known as single-case designs. Visual analysis (VA) is often used in applied behavior
analysis research and involves inspection of a graph of the data over time. In contrast, interrupted
time series analysis (ITSA) is a statistical method that takes into account the degree of
dependency between adjacent points, provides information on the level and slope and the change
in each, and allows for the calculation of an effect size. Thus, ITSA provides more precise
examination of the data, although it is more complex to use than VA and tended to be used more
in econometrics before it was brought to the attention of behavioral science by Glass, Willson,
and Gottman (1975/2008). A further deterrent to using ITSA is that it requires having 100 or
more time points of data and can still yield biased results if a model is not initially identified
correctly. Velicer and McDonald (1984), along with Harrop and Velicer (1985), introduced a
general transformation model that offered a simpler method than that offered by Glass et al., in
that the method by Velicer and colleagues did not require model identification before estimating
the time series parameters. Moreover, Harrington and Velicer showed that whereas VA of
longitudinal data before and after an intervention provided some insight into the pattern of
change, the statistical use of ITSA was more accurate and less biased. Further, new technology
for converting graphs to data such as UnGraph® (Biosoft, 2004), an R program for converting between graphs and data (Bulté, & Onghena, 2012), and another reliable open source program, WebPlotDigitizer (Rohatgi, 2015), make it easier to analyze time series data in the literature that is only shown in graphs or to convert raw time series data to graphs (see a review in: Moeyaert, Maggin, & Verkuilen, 2016). That is, the new technology would allow researchers to extract the actual time-series raw data points from visual graphs published in the literature. Thus, data that were previously only assessed by VA could now also be analyzed with ITSA, which would allow a more precise, quantitative assessment of the data, including an effect size that could be included in meta-analysis studies. Additionally, the technology could also allow raw time series data to be depicted in a graph, providing the capability of both visual and statistical analyses of relevant longitudinal data. Velicer would have supported the growing interest in the use of single-case designs and the ease in which researchers can understand and analyze these kinds of data with open source software (see: Manolov & Moeyaert, 2016).

In applied longitudinal research, Harrington, Velicer, and Ramsey (2014) used time series analysis and dynamic cluster analysis to delineate different patterns of alcohol use across a sample of 177 adults, assessed at 180 time points. They identified eight clusters that helped to inform how interventions could be constructed to reach these varying types of alcohol users.

Velicer also collaborated with students on a latent transition analysis (LTA) of smokers across time in five stages of change (Martin, Velicer, & Fava, 1996) in order to see how individuals moved from not even thinking about quitting smoking, up to maintaining smoking cessation for six months or more. In another application of LTA, Velicer, Martin, and Collins (1996) compared the trajectory of behavior change for smokers in an intervention versus a
control group to consider patterns of making changes or regressing, depending on the initial stage of change.

In a longitudinal computer-delivered and tailored intervention study, Brick, Redding, Paiva, Harlow, and Velicer (2017) followed a sample of over 4,000 adolescents from 6th grade through 9th grade. They found that, compared to the control group, adolescents in the intervention group were more apt to move forward toward maintaining positive behavior change with regard to increasing physical activity and the consumption of fruits and vegetables. The improvement occurred mainly from sixth to eighth grade, with not much change from eighth to ninth grade. Another study showed similar effects in a longitudinal study of smoking and alcohol use in adolescents (Brick, Redding, Paiva, & Velicer, 2017).

**Cluster Analysis**

In another methodological area, Velicer made use of cluster analysis in order to shed light on the natural groupings of individuals within specific health behaviors, sometimes over time. Cluster analysis is useful when it is important to recognize that a sample of individuals is not a homogeneous group and to uncover a subset of groups that behave differently. Velicer taught a class on Parsimonious methods at the University of Rhode Island that discussed, among other topics, the method of cluster analysis for understanding a (p x N) matrix of N individuals assessed on p clustering variables. In a productive and informative series of papers, Velicer and his colleagues and students applied cluster analysis to understand different patterns of how people change and to create effective interventions that were geared toward specific concerns or behaviors (e.g., Velicer, Redding, Anatchkova, Fava, & Prochaska, 2007).

For example, Prochaska, Velicer, Guadagnoli, Rossi, and DiClemente (1991) studied a sample of more than 500 adults over a two-year project using the method of dynamic typology
clustering to understand how subgroups of smokers change across time. They found that focusing on the advantages of smoking, and the temptations to smoke, decreased across stages of change, from Precontemplation when someone is not even considering change, up through Maintenance when individuals have successfully changed their behavior for six months or longer. Conversely, self-efficacy for quitting smoking increased over time and across these stages. Results helped researchers see that it would be useful to intervene on these variables to help promote behavior change. Several years later, dynamic typology clustering was again used to further understand different subsets of behavior change in a sample of over 2,000 smokers, over a two-year period (Norman, Velicer, Fava, & Prochaska, 1998). The methodology allowed Velicer and his colleagues to identify several clusters of individuals with differing patterns of change, with one group staying the same, a second group moving forward with positive change, a third group moving back and forth through stages of change, and a fourth group that regressed backward after initially making positive change. The findings were further replicated on a representative sample of over 4,000 adult smokers, offering more validation and generalization for the clusters of behavior changers (Norman, Velicer, Fava & Prochaska, 2000). Focusing on a different behavior, Norman and Velicer (2003) also showed how different clusters of exercisers could be identified in a sample of 346 adults. Their results offered insight into different patterns regarding seeing the advantages, disadvantages and self-efficacy for exercising, which helped inform effective interventions depending on the patterns that emerged in the set of clusters.

Testing Theory-based Quantitative Predictions

Velicer was also a proponent of using effect sizes and confidence intervals instead of relying on a dichotomous decision rule with null hypothesis significance testing (NHST). To those who knew him, it was more than plain that he could easily do without NHST, which he
found limiting and misleading. To this end, Velicer and his colleagues developed a method called Testing Theory-based Quantitative Predictions (TTQP) to use previous theory and empirical studies to make predictions about effect sizes. In an initial testing of TTQP, Velicer, Norman, Fava, and Prochaska (1999) found support for 36 of 40 predictions regarding smoking cessation outcomes based on the transtheoretical model. Velicer, Cumming, Fava, Rossi, Prochaska, and Johnson (2008) conducted another TTQP study that successfully predicted 11 of 15 effect size predictions of smoking behavior in a sample of almost 4000 smokers. In another article, Velicer, Brick, Fava and Prochaska (2013) used TTQP to make 40 predictions on the expected effect sizes for how much smokers would move through the stages of change over a 12-month period. Results were correct for 32 of the 40 predictions (i.e., 80% correct), providing more precision, theoretical support and magnitude of the effects than would be obtained from conventional NHST. A follow-up article used the TTQP to try and extend the method from previous smoking findings and theory to predictions beyond just smoking (Brick, Velicer, Redding, Rossi, & Prochaska, 2016). This study found that whereas predictions based on previous studies and expert panel input from smoking research slightly improved to 86.6% (i.e., 13 of 15 predictions were supported), only 43.3% of the predictions (i.e., 13 of 30) successfully predicted diet behavior, and just 26.6% (i.e., 8 of 30) of the predictions were successful with sun protection. Results from this 2016 assessment highlighted that TTQP works best when there is specific research and theory that has already been conducted on a behavior (e.g., smoking), while still encouraging researchers to build on previous research and theory to make quantitative predictions on effect sizes to further strengthen the knowledge base in those and other areas.

Behavioral Health
A prolific researcher, Velicer was a creative and innovative collaborator in the area of behavioral health who was not afraid of exploring new ideas and working with people who had different strengths that could be combined to produce a broader understanding than could be had with a single perspective. James Prochaska was undoubtedly Velicer’s most frequent and prolific collaborator, co-authoring well over 100 articles, and together with Carlo DiClemente and others developed and extended what was called the transtheoretical model (TTM) of change. With extensive external funding from the National Cancer Institute, the National Institutes of Health and other agencies, they galvanized numerous students and other colleagues to discern how to move people through the stages of change (DiClemente, Prochaska, Fairhurst, Velicer, Velasquez, & Rossi, 1991), from precontemplation when not even thinking about behavior change, through to consideration or contemplation of a change, to preparation for making a change, and then getting into action and finally to maintenance of a change for six months or longer. Velicer and his colleagues realized that people work through a decisional balance to weigh the pros and cons of making a behavior change (Velicer, DiClemente, Prochaska, & Brandenberg, 1985), where the cons seem to predominate until individuals make efforts to change, and then the pros or advantages start to come to the forefront, moving them forward into action. Self-efficacy and confidence were also identified as motivators to moving forward and preventing relapse (Velicer, DiClemente, Rossi, & Prochaska, 1990), aided by various behavioral and experiential processes of change such as helping relationships and consciousness raising, respectively (Prochaska, Velicer, DiClemente, & Fava, 1988). Velicer and his colleagues also championed the development and use of individualized expert computer systems to help understand and intervene to evince change in multiple health behaviors (e.g., Velicer, Prochaska, Bellis, DiClemente, Rossi, Fava, & Steiger, 1993; Prochaska, Velicer, Redding, Rossi, J. S.,
Goldstein, DePue, Greene, Rossi, S. R., Sun, Fava, Laforge, Rakowski, & Plummer, 2005). This work led to the development of individually-tailored, technology-based interventions, which dominate the field of health behavior change today.

The prodigious research of Velicer and his colleagues had a large impact on the field, helping to delineate their TTM model to inform how individuals make health behavior changes, with one of their articles earning more than 7300 citations (Prochaska & Velicer, 1997), and another article demonstrating the application of the TTM in 12 different behaviors having over 3000 citations (Prochaska, Velicer, Rossi, J., Goldstein, Marcus, Rakowski, Fiore, Harlow, Redding, Rosenbloom, & Rossi, S. 1994). Another highly cited article (i.e., over 3100 citations) highlighted the need to focus on multiple stages of change for smoking cessation, as opposed to simply studying smokers versus nonsmokers (DiClemente, Prochaska, Fairhurst, Velicer, Velasquez, & Rossi, 1991). A sampling of the literature documents the merit and reach of the TTM in illuminating the stages and mechanisms of behavior change across a plethora of areas, focusing initially on psychotherapy (McConnaughy, Prochaska, & Velicer, 1983) and smoking cessation (Velicer, Prochaska, Rossi, & Snow, 1992), and extending to alcohol use prevention in adolescents (Babbin, Harrington, Burditt, Redding, Paiva, Meier, Oatley, McGee, & Velicer, 2011), condom use (Harlow, Prochaska, Redding, Rossi, Velicer, Snow, Schnell, Galavotti, O'Reilly, & Rhodes, 1999), dietary behavior (Greene, Rossi, S. R., Rossi, J. S., Velicer, Fava, & Prochaska, 1999), HIV prevention (Prochaska, Redding, Harlow, Rossi, & Velicer, 1994), mammography (Rakowski, Dubé, Marcus, Prochaska, Velicer, & Abrams, 1992), physical exercise (Reed, Velicer, & Prochaska, 1997), stress management (Velicer, Prochaska, Fava, Norman, & Redding, 1998), substance abuse prevention (Velicer, Redding, Paiva, Mauriello, Blissmer, Oatley, Meier, Babbin, McGee, Prochaska, Burditt, & Fernandez, 2013), sun
protection (Prochaska, Velicer, Rossi, J. S., Redding, Greene, Rossi, S. R., Sun, Fava, Laforge, & Plummer, 2004), and other behaviors such as seatbelt use, avoiding high fat food, eating high-fiber foods, weight reduction, and conducting cancer self-exams in a sample of older adults (Nigg, Burbank, Padula, Dufresne, Rossi, Velicer, Laforge, & Prochaska, 1999).

**Making Time for People**

Amidst his talents for quantifying and measuring, it was also clear that people counted in Wayne’s world. He liked nothing more than spending time with others, and talking about ideas and life’s happenings over a sumptuous meal accompanied with some exquisite wine. The first author’s husband, Gary, aptly shared that “Wayne cared deeply and listened intently, always quick to ask what was going on in others’ lives and to see how they were doing.”

Numerous people, a subset of whom provide input below, have spoken about how much they appreciated him as a colleague, teacher, mentor, and friend. They share brief vignettes of their time with Wayne, each trying to capture even a portion of the larger whole that was Wayne Velicer and the lasting mark he had and will continue to have on quantitative and health psychology. Each vignette contributor is listed alphabetically by name, with their current position and affiliation, as well as their relationship to Wayne, noting that many had multiple roles, such as being a colleague in the Society of Multivariate Experimental Psychology (SMEP), for which Wayne was President in 2008-2009, or during Quantitative Training for Underrepresented Groups (QTUG), for which Wayne helped write the National Science Foundation grant that funded 5 years of QTUG conferences. Further, at least half of these individuals considered Wayne a mentor, and at least half were research collaborators.

**Leona Aiken: President's Professor, Emerita, Founding Chair, Quantitative Psychology Program, Arizona State University; Former college classmate, and SMEP colleague**
Wayne and I were graduate school classmates at Purdue University, where my overall impression of him was “scary smart.” There was one shared influence of the Purdue University environment that I discovered only long after we had graduated. We approached playing bridge very similarly, with the identical bidding conventions, though we had never played bridge together before. At the 1994 SMEP meeting in Princeton, NJ, we played as bridge partners for the first and only time. Wayne was a delightful bridge partner with impeccable grace at the table; in a match against excellent SMEP bridge players, we emerged the victors.

Steve West and I had the good fortune to share many meals with Wayne both stateside and abroad. Wayne and I always planned dinners for the first evening of SMEP with spouses and colleagues. Wayne knew a lot about food and wine—yet he espoused some views with which I disagreed—for example, that he found nothing to like in the white burgundies.

Wayne went through hard times all at once—personal loss and illness— with great courage. During these times, it was always a gift to me to spend time with Wayne. He prevailed in his work and kept his future orientation. Wayne remarried on 11-11-11. Seeing my treasured friend Wayne so happy and spending time with Wayne and his wife Anna are among my cherished memories.

A. Nayena Blankson: Professor of Psychology, Spelman College, Atlanta, GA; QTUG and SMEP colleague

Throughout my academic career, I have been blessed to have several amazing mentors, whom I call academic cheerleaders. These individuals are the ones who you know are always in your corner; they're always there if you need advice, but most of all, they cheer you on and provide encouragement as you pursue your academic goals. Having these cheerleaders may be all the motivation one needs to aim higher and higher. Wayne Velicer was one of these
individuals in my life. I met Wayne in 2005 when I attended my first SMEP meeting as a guest of my graduate school mentor (and another cheerleader), John L. Horn. Over the years, I had the pleasure of interacting with Wayne at other SMEP meetings as well as at the Quantitative Training for Underrepresented Groups conferences. He was always supportive, including of my efforts to obtain grant funding to train students in statistics. He was eager to not only serve as a member of the advisory board, but to serve as a mentor to students. I am grateful to have had the chance to meet Wayne and to have been mentored by him.

Gwyneth M. Boodoo: Founder and President, GMB Enterprises, New Jersey; SMEP and QTUG colleague

It was a joy to know Wayne as a fellow SMEP member. He was a gentleman, always thoughtful and kind even when being brutally honest with you. He may be the only person I know who still wore suspenders, at least that I could see, as he walked in his unique way around the SMEP conference room. I remember how kind he and his late wife Sue were to my sister who accompanied me to the Colorado SMEP meeting. And I remember how happy he was when introducing his new wife Anna and later regaling me with stories of their renovation of a retirement home in Florida which, sadly, he did not get enough chance to enjoy much as far as I know. As a new SMEP member many years ago who stood out in many ways, I truly appreciated the many members who went out of their way to welcome me. And Wayne was one of this group. I will always treasure his friendship and will miss talking with him and just knowing he is around. Like many others who are now gone, Wayne contributed positively to the continued growth of the SMEP organization. Thanks, Wayne, for all you did.
Leslie Ann D. Brick: Assistant Professor, Associate Director, Quantitative Science Program, Alpert Medical School of Brown University, RI; former doctoral student and research collaborator

In 2010 I had applied to several graduate programs and was thrilled to receive an interview with Wayne Velicer at the University of Rhode Island. I was nervous, but felt prepared for all the tough questions that one may anticipate in an interview for graduate school. We talked a little about statistics, a little about research, but mostly about cheese curds (we both have familial ties to rural Wisconsin). Five not-so-short years later, I had a PhD and several opinions on principal components and factor analysis.

During my time at URI, among many things, Wayne introduced me to lobster, drilled into my mind the importance of idiographic research, allowed me the freedom to follow my whims (read: extra classes and side jobs), and twice supported my attendance to the student pre-conference of SMEP. He modeled the importance of taking time to enjoy family and life – an important lesson for all students. He also had a rare ability to vehemently disagree with people while also holding them in great respect – another important lesson. These experiences, along with his excellent mentorship (and his matrix-algebra heavy courses), were monumental to my training and success in quantitative methods and psychology as a whole. Wayne challenged me, kept me on track, and gave me the independence I needed to succeed. I am grateful for the time, patience, and humor that he shared with me as a graduate student and as an early career scientist. I miss him greatly and think about him often. His passing is truly a loss to his family, friends, students, and collaborators. May he live on in our work and in our memories.
Linda M. Collins: Distinguished Professor and Director, The Methodology Center and Department of Human Development & Family Studies, the Pennsylvania State University, State College, PA; SMEP colleague and research collaborator

I first met Wayne more than 30 years ago, when I applied for a position in his department at the University of Rhode Island. Wayne and his late wife, Sue, used to love to have visitors to URI stay at their home. I was their guest on that visit, and had a great time. Although I was not offered the position, Wayne and I became friends. This was characteristic of Wayne; he could become friends with people under almost any circumstances. After this visit he took an interest in my career, and was a wonderful mentor.

I’m still a little embarrassed that on that visit I brought a couple of bottles of wine as a gift, not knowing I was bringing coals to Newcastle. Wayne’s knowledge of wine was encyclopedic, and his wine cellar was legendary. When you dined out with Wayne, you let him order the wine. I am in awe of how he would specify not just the winery and type of wine he wanted, but also the vintage year. As far as I could tell, he kept all of this information in his head. The wines he selected were not merely enjoyable, they were sometimes a revelation.

Wayne’s friendship meant a lot to me. He could be a little rough around the edges, but along with that came tremendous honesty, realism, and clarity. It wasn’t until we lost him that I realized how implicitly I trusted him, and how influential his counsel has been in my life.

Geoff Cumming: Professor Emeritus, La Trobe University, Melbourne, Australia; QTUG colleague and research collaborator

Way back, Wayne invited me to visit his lab. I gave a talk about the iniquities of NHST and \( p \) values, and the benefits of confidence intervals. At once it was clear that we shared many views. Wayne enthusiastically brainstormed about what estimation could do in his research. On
the spot, he invited me to help develop a paper using confidence intervals to evaluate one of his multi-variable quantitative models. Over several years we exchanged drafts; it was exciting for me to work with such a creative, energetic, and distinguished colleague. The paper appeared in *Applied Psychology: An International Review*, and has provoked much comment.

My first experience of Wayne as food and wine buff, and wonderfully generous host, occurred when my wife and I visited R.I. while driving an old RV around the U.S. Thereafter, memorable meals—at venues selected by Wayne the expert—became, for me, highlights of American Psychological Association Conventions.

Wayne often mentioned that he loved visiting Australia, where he had close research colleagues, although we managed to meet up here only once. Besides his enduring friendship and expansive hospitality, I remember most warmly his ability to ruffle scientific feathers to such creative and positive effect.

**Joseph Fava: Research Associate, Centers for Behavioral and Preventive Medicine, The Miriam Hospital; former doctoral student and research collaborator**

In 1983, in my mid-30’s, I initiated a career change and began to study Psychology. I had the good fortune to take a statistics class taught by Wayne, who encouraged me to apply to the graduate Psychology program at URI to study Quantitative Psychology as his student. As a mentor, Wayne was a constant source of unique ideas and projects. Initially I shared a small office with tens of thousands of IBM punch cards, written in FORTRAN, that had traveled East with Wayne. Learning FORTRAN in my ‘spare’ time, overworking the computer center card reader, nudging the FORTRAN programs and their countless subroutines to perform, while submitting thousands of programs via ancient job control language at all hours of the day and night, we conducted several ‘early-era’ Monte Carlo studies. This work, resulted in five co-
authored peer-reviewed publications and included my Master’s and Doctoral degree research, as we investigated key issues in principal components and factor analysis. I continued to work directly as a colleague with Wayne for 15 years on various NIH funded research projects. My daily contact with Wayne ended when I left URI in 2004, but during our active collaborations, we were co-authors on more than 30 peer-reviewed papers, 100 scholarly presentations, and several book chapters. Beyond the scholarly work and mentorship, Wayne was a great friend, a ‘gourmet-scholar’ who introduced me to the arts of wine collecting and fine dining, engaged in witty conversation, and had truly unique insights on work and life.

Matthew S. Goodwin: Interdisciplinary Associate Professor, Dept. of Health Sciences and the College of Computer and Information Sciences, Northeastern University, Boston, MA; former doctoral student and research collaborator

It is with honor and a heavy heart that I memorialize Wayne Velicer, my longtime mentor, colleague, and friend. Wayne was my major professor and doctoral advisor at the University of Rhode Island from 2003-2008. His positive influences on me are countless and continue to this day. He was a master teacher, able to explain complicated concepts in an approachable and engaging way. He was committed, spending countless hours offering students and colleagues guidance, encouragement, and support. He was courageous, willing to challenge the status quo for the advancement of public health and methodological science. He was critical, rightfully reminding us that statistical averages do not always capture the complexity of individual people and behavior. He was optimistic and passionate, guided by the belief that people could change their own behavior through lifestyle modifications if the appropriate conditions were facilitated. He was intellectual and facile, able to read and synthesize otherwise disparate fields of psychology, statistics, engineering, and econometrics. He was vanguard,
simultaneously championing population and single-case designs and longitudinal methods to enhance data collection, analysis, and inference. And perhaps most memorable of all, he was a connoisseur and avid devotee of quality travel, food, and wine, making him a great pleasure to spend time with. You will be missed greatly Wayne, and I feel fortunate to be one of the many recipients of your numerous talents and influence.

**Bettina B. Hoeppner: Associate Professor of Psychology, Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA; former doctoral student and research collaborator**

When I started my graduate training, my goal was to study spirituality and its impact on the quality of life. All that changed when I met Wayne. Ok, not quite, but he most assuredly and substantially changed the course of my career, starting with the moment I walked into his class during my first week of classes. The course was about the transtheoretical model of behavior change and its myriad applications. The two key thoughts I took with me, however, were that technology could be leveraged to support health behavior change, and that change is a process. As so many things in life, in retrospect, these thoughts seem quite obvious. But it was the passion and clarity with which Wayne presented these ideas that made me pause and think: if we could reach hundreds, nay, thousands of people via tailored technology-delivered messages, what would we want to say? What evidence would we need to give the right information to the right person at the right time? These thoughts have guided my training and research since then. To me, Wayne was an illuminating teacher (yes, I say that even though he made us do matrix algebra!), inspiring role-model, and supportive mentor. I will forever use his minimum average partial (MAP) procedure (Velicer, 1976), and I will be sure to take the time to enjoy life as I live it, as he modeled.
I was a fan of Wayne Velicer before I met him. He represented the ideal of a scientist committed to the development and application of methods to answer important applied research questions in health. My favorite papers described his technical work on suppression, methods to assess dimensionality, and missing data. I also liked his contributions to behavior change theory, including his work on the influential transtheoretical model. Wayne was a genius at marshalling modern statistical methods to help answer gripping substantive questions. After I met Wayne, I was even more of a fan. He was joyously entrenched in the investigation of both important applied health questions and advanced statistics. I enjoyed Wayne’s company at SMEP each year and will miss that very much. I had the pleasure of staying with Wayne at his house when I gave a workshop at URI. In all my time with Wayne, I enjoyed the spirit of such a decent, thoughtful, funny, and clever polymath. I wish I could share a glass of wine with him now.

Peter C. M. Molenaar: Distinguished Professor of Human Development and Family Studies, The Pennsylvania State University; SMEP colleague and research collaborator

I visited Wayne Velicer for the first time at his impressive Cancer Prevention Research Center at the University of Rhode Island in June 2008. Wayne had contacted me because of our shared interest in time series analysis. I stayed in his house and we had intensive discussions about psychometrics. I presented a talk at his Center on the consequences of ergodic theory, pertaining to the relation between results obtained in analogous analyses of inter-individual and intra-individual variation. Wayne was very interested in the topic of my talk and invited me to carry out some shared work. We had additional visits with Wayne in the company of my wife Madeleine and our youngest daughter Fran. Wayne was a very entertaining host; it was a real
treat to be in his company. Wayne quickly grasped the implications of ergodic theory for quantitative psychology and presented his views in his 2009 presidential address to the Society of Multivariate Experimental Psychology entitled: Ideographic research: Understanding individual change over time. In this address he presented four examples drawn from research published by his group in which there was no relation between results obtained at the level of individual subjects and the population level. Those were strong examples of the effects of non-ergodicity which I since use in my graduate course on this topic. I fondly remember the dinners which Wayne organized at each annual SMEP meeting, usually in the company of Leona Aiken, Steve West and Will Shadish. Wayne is missed very much.

Joseph Rodgers: Lois Autrey Betts Professor of Psychology and Human Development, Peabody College Vanderbilt University; SMEP colleague

Wayne Velicer was at the same time charming and contentious, agreeable and argumentative, insightful and infuriating. I first became friendly with Wayne when I was elected to the Society of Multivariate Experimental Psychology, and had the pleasure of a front row seat, watching Wayne and other titans of Quantitative Psychology argue over the legitimacy of Principal Components Analysis. (Believe me, it does matter a great deal to people in our field!) I became closer friends with Wayne when he publicly and resoundingly rejected my social contagion model of cigarette smoking among adolescents. When I called him on it in private an hour or so later, we talked for a while, found common ground, and each learned something from the other. I became close friends with Wayne when he invited me to the University of Rhode Island to give a talk. In front of my eyes, this hard-driven, opinionated, and frustrating psychometrician became the world’s most charming host. We ate (and then ate some more). We told stories about our many common friends. We shared jokes, and then we ate even more. He
introduced my talk as though we’d been building a deep relationship for many years -- only because we had been. He was an excellent scholar, and worked on real and important issues. He was an excellent friend. I speak for many, to simply express that we already miss Wayne.

Joseph S. Rossi: Professor, Department of Psychology, University of Rhode Island, former doctoral student, research collaborator, and SMEP colleague

I met Wayne in the spring of 1975: he was 31, I, 24. He was a beginning assistant professor, interviewing me for the PhD experimental psychology program at URI. Once satisfied with my GRE-Quant score, we talked science-fiction for the rest of the interview. We both liked Asimov (whom he knew) and Clarke; we disagreed on Lem. Wayne was like that – at any moment, he could discuss almost any topic, perhaps the only true polymath I’ve ever met. We discussed wine endlessly. I cannot drink a wine now without imagining what Wayne would think of it, and how much I would like to share it with him. I miss him a great deal and still think of him often. Just last night I had a dream. I had come from a meeting and needed Wayne’s advice. His office door was open and lit from within, but I could not see him or hear him. I lingered for a few minutes, a bit confused, not knowing what to do. Slowly I walked away, and looking back as I left, saw that the light emerging from his office still illuminated the darkened corridor behind me. Wayne is gone but his light remains with me and helps illuminate the way ahead. It has been said of others, but can be said of Wayne as well, that some voices are so vibrant and vivid that it is difficult to think of them as stilled.

Allie Scott: Research Scientist, New York State Department of Health, New York City, NY; Wayne’s last doctoral student before Wayne died

Just a few months after I finished my PhD, Wayne passed away. Wayne’s passing was very difficult for my family because he did so much for me. I was Wayne’s last student and
though our time together was unexpectedly brief, we managed to have a wonderful, productive relationship, and I am glad that I had the opportunity to work with and get to know him. When I first met Wayne, I remember my first impression of him as a kind, expressive, and good-humored person. In addition, the way he carried himself made it seem like he was a cool cross between professor Indiana Jones and Santa Claus. I admired him for his many impressive achievements and quickly grew to love Wayne as a person. We often talked about our common interests, including our love for travel, wine and good food. But above all else, he especially enjoyed spending as much of his free time as he could with his family. My heart goes out to all his children, grandchildren, and lovely wife Anna. I would not be where I am today if it were not for Wayne’s strong leadership and support. He will be missed.

**James H. Steiger: Professor Emeritus, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN; SMEP colleague and research collaborator**

About 30 years ago, Wayne invited me to come to Rhode Island. I stayed at his home and got to know Wayne, his wife Sue, and their sons Scott and Clayton. Wayne’s research team and I began collaborating on an automated Expert System for Smoking Cessation. The initial work was intense. Some computer programming was behind schedule, the chief programmer had quit, and we were basically starting from scratch and facing a deadline. I was amazed at the spirit, cohesiveness, and ability of Wayne’s research team.

But it wasn’t all work. The Velicers were wonderful hosts. I got a quick course in gourmet food and fine wine, especially Australian Shiraz, my favorite ever since. His sons took turns trouncing me at computer games (except when they deliberately let me win), then Wayne invited me to his “relaxed” weekly full court basketball game, where I discovered that Wayne played even harder than he worked.
Wayne's unique combination of dynamic energy, pragmatic intelligence, organizational skills, and dedication are qualities I could admire but never match. There was love, warmth, and joy in his home. In the game of life, he touched all the bases.

Stephen G. West: Professor, Arizona State University, Gastprofessor, Arbeitsbereich Methoden und Evaluation, Freie Universität Berlin; SMEP colleague.

Wayne did his MA thesis with Ben Winer and his PhD dissertation with Peter Schönemann at Purdue University. Wayne recounted a story of the challenge of completing his MA thesis where although Winer was satisfied with his work, he wanted a different notational system. In the era before PCs, too many mistakes meant retyping yourself or hiring a professional typist for the then princely sum of $1-$2 per page. Wayne retyped his thesis with the new notation, although Winer was still not happy and suggested still another notational system. Wayne retyped his thesis again, yet Winer was still not satisfied and suggested yet another notational system—one identical with Wayne’s original. Wayne raced home, found his original thesis, and raced back to Winer’s office and got this final (original) thesis approved by Winer.

Wayne’s career straddled quantitative psychology and public health. He published outstanding basic quantitative work and applied sophisticated methods to important public health problems. Beyond his high impact published work, Wayne held wonderful conversations and presentations about then little-considered issues such as differences between the approaches of quantitative psychologists and biostatisticians, the value of an idiographic perspective with time series data, and the importance of considering alternative data generation models in simulations. Wayne’s friends and colleagues will miss his many cogent insights about methods, psychology, public health, and life over fine food and wine at the many dinners he helped organize.
Conclusion

So far did he travel, so much he did see

He had vision and insight, engaging was he

Though certainly true, he could challenge and more

Holding fast to his viewpoints while he had the floor

He still had much grace, treating friends with such care

Over good talk and wine and some sumptuous fare

His mind was on methods, components a few

To make sense of data, and clarify, too

Behavioral health, interventions, as well

Conveying effects in a story to tell

That was clear and was cogent and made sense to all

His talent for research was sure to enthrall

Though we find ourselves wishing we had him here still

His friendship, his wisdom, did give us our fill

Now we move on without him, this enchanting mind

Leaving us with such memories, both winsome and kind
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